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Abstract

Electrophysiological studies suggest that the excitability fluctuations that underlie oscillatory field potentials can regulate the flow of information between regions. However, most studies of these oscillatory processes have focused on local (circuit-level) changes; less is known about how millisecond-scale inter-regional couplings change with global (cortex-wide) oscillatory states. Therefore, we measured ongoing changes in global oscillations and inter-regional coupling by recording intracranially from the human cerebral cortex. In the presence of an ongoing auditory narrative stimulus, we observed that global increases in low-frequency power (4-14Hz) were associated with stronger and more delayed couplings between regions. Conversely, increases in broadband high-frequency power (65+ Hz) were associated with weaker inter-regional couplings and more frequent zero-lag coupling between regions. Latency changes were predicted both by local oscillatory power (at each site) and by global oscillatory power (averaged across the lateral cerebral cortex). Fluctuations in coupling latency were weakly locked to the auditory stimulus: when we repeated the same narrative, a small number of temporal lobe sites exhibited reliable latency patterns across repetitions. The empirical findings were recapitulated in an amplitude-and-phase coupled oscillator model, in which the increases in latency arose from increases in the effective influence of nodes upon one another. Altogether, gradual and widespread increases in low-frequency oscillations were associated with delayed cortico-cortical couplings in the human brain. These changes in inter-regional latency indicate a shift in the timing of peak excitability between regions; we interpret them in relation to bottom-up and top-down information flow, regulated by nonspecific ascending projections to the cortex.

Significance Statement

Each patch of the cerebral cortex is anatomically connected to many others, but the couplings between regions continually shift as we act, think and perceive. How do ongoing fluctuations in neuronal excitability (as reflected in neural oscillations) affect the couplings between brain regions? Studying intracranial electrophysiological measurements from the human brain during extended external stimulation, we found that increases in low-frequency power (4-14Hz) were associated with stronger, yet more delayed couplings between regions, while increases in high-frequency power (65+ Hz) showed the opposite effect. These changes in inter-regional latency were weakly locked to changes in an external auditory stimulus. Our computational models suggested that increases in latency could be explained by global increases in the effective influence of inter-regional cortico-cortical signaling. Altogether, these data indicate that inter-regional signal flow is highly dynamic, that it changes with the strength of oscillatory processes, and can be weakly locked to an external stimulus. These coupling dynamics may reflect a cortex-wide modulation of the relative influence of top-down and bottom-up signals in the human cerebral cortex.
**Introduction**
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Results

Latencies fluctuate

Inter-channel latencies were identified using the cross-correlations of the raw voltage traces measured from subdural ECoG electrodes. We analyzed data from 10 participants as they listened to auditory narratives (2 presentations of a 7min 19s stimulus, Table S1 for participants’ information). For each channel pair, we computed the cross-correlation of the voltage signal in 2-second sliding windows (Fig. 1A). Within each time window, we defined the time lag, \( \tau \), as the time-delay associated with maximal inter-electrode correlation (Fig. 1B, see Methods). The cross-correlograms and \( \tau \) values varied over time, as illustrated by an example pair in auditory pathway along the superior temporal gyrus (Fig. 1C, mean \( \tau = 5.14 +/- 6.30 \) ms).

Inter-channel latencies increase with low-frequency oscillatory amplitude

Our initial investigation of electrodes in the auditory pathway identified many sites in which latencies were longer during increase of low-frequency (4-14 Hz) power and were shorter during increases of high-frequency broadband (65+ Hz) power (Fig. 2B). For example, for a neighboring electrode-pair in the superior temporal gyrus (STG, Fig. 2), alpha-band (10 Hz) power in those electrodes within a 2s time window was positively correlated with the inter-electrode latency for that window (Spearman \( \rho = 0.55, p<0.01 \)), while broadband power was negatively correlated with the latency (Spearman \( \rho = -0.36, p <0.01 \)). Therefore, we set out to characterize the relationship between low-frequency (LF) oscillations strength and inter-regional delays across the lateral cerebral cortex.

The relationship between inter-channel latency and low-frequency power was observed across the parietal, temporal and peri-Rolandic cortex (Fig. 3A). Because latencies can only be reliably estimated for regions which exhibit coupling in their dynamics, we focused on “stable channel pairs”, which were defined as sites within 25 mm of one another which exhibited peak Pearson cross correlations > 0.3 for 80% of the time windows. Using the stable channel pairs, we then estimated the “latency flow” across the cortical surface by spatially and temporally averaging the vectors of flow between stable pairs (see Methods). Comparing the latency flow for the time windows with the top 10% and bottom 10% of global alpha power (alpha power averaged across all channels), it is apparent that inter-channel latencies and inter-channel correlations increased with alpha power (Fig. 3A, left, longer latencies indicated by larger arrows, stronger correlations indicated by warmer colors). Similar results are observed for all low-frequency bands (SI Appendix Fig. S1-S3, Table S2). This latency effect was confirmed for each of the 10 participants individually (t-test comparing latencies for top 10% power and bottom 10% power, all p’s < 0.05 individually), while the correlation strength effect was present in 8 of the participants. We observed a complimentary (and opposite) effect for high-frequency broadband power (65 + Hz): the inter-channel latencies decreased as global broadband power increased (Fig. S4, Table S2).

Consistent with prior reports (16, 17), we observed that that most flow arrows pointed anterior-inferior in the temporal and parietal lobes, indicating that parietal and posterior temporal dynamics were time-advanced relative to anterior and inferior temporal sites (SI Appendix Fig. S5-S6). Of the 8 participants whose coverage included the temporal lobe, 7 exhibited mean flow angles < \( \pi/2 \) radians relative to the posterior-anterior axis along the Sylvian Fissure.

Having found that global flow patterns differed between the smallest and largest oscillation magnitudes (Fig. 3A), we next tested the latency changes at the level of individual pairs of electrodes across all values of oscillation magnitude. For each channel pair, we computed the Spearman correlation between
the latency and the global LF power across time windows. We aggregated these values across channel pairs to generate a distribution of correlations. For every participant, the distribution had a positive mean (Fig. 3B, Channel Pair Analysis, mean of subject-wise mean Spearman $\rho = 0.10$), indicating a consistent positive correlation between channel pair latency and the global LF power. This phenomenon was observed for nearest neighbor channel pairs (distance $<$ 12.5 mm, Fig. 3B, red) and for next nearest neighbor channel pairs (12.5 mm $<$ distance 25 mm, Fig. 3B, blue). Similar results were obtained when we estimated oscillation magnitude using the local LF power nearby each pair of channels, rather than the global LF power averaged across channels (see Methods). Finally, taking a more spatially averaged view, we observed that the mean latency across all electrodes increased within time windows with greater global LF power (Fig. 3B, mean latency analysis, mean Spearman $\rho = 0.37$).

These measurements indicate that the relationship between latency and oscillation amplitude was robust and consistent across measurement methods. Note that it was not possible to test this relationship within electrodes whose couplings were transient or weak (inter-electrode $r < 0.3$, making up 42% of nearest neighbor channel pairs and 83% of next-nearest neighbor channel pairs), because it was not possible to reliably estimate the inter-electrode delays in such electrodes.

**Inter-channel correlations increase with low-frequency oscillatory amplitude**

In parallel with the latency effects described above, we also observed that higher amplitude LF power was associated with larger inter-electrodes correlations. This effect is qualitatively apparent in Fig. 3A, where greater correlation magnitude (warmer arrow colors) were observed for the higher levels of LF power (left column). Quantitatively, the histogram of correlations between LF-power and inter-channel correlation were positively shifted for all participants (Fig. 3C, channel pair analysis, mean Spearman $\rho = 0.20$ when correlating LF power and coupling magnitude) and the spatial mean of the inter-channel correlation also increased with the LF power (Fig. 3C, mean Spearman $\rho = 0.45$). Once again, the effects associated with LF power were very similar when measured with globally averaged LF power and with the LF power specific to a channel pair (SI Appendix Fig. S7). Moreover, these effects also persisted when we included next-nearest neighbor electrode pairs (Fig. 3B, C).

**Stronger oscillations are associated with fewer zero-lag couplings**

Did the changes in latency also corresponded to a shift away from isochronous (zero-lag) synchronization? On the one hand, LF power changes might covary with a shift in non-zero delays (e.g. a shift from 5 to 10 ms latency), but on the other hand, LF power changes may covary with a shift from an isochronous synchrony to a lagged synchrony (e.g. from 0ms to 5 ms latency), with distinct functional implications (15). Defining zero-lag as any inter-regional coupling with a latency estimated in the range $[2, 2]$ msec, we found (in all participants individually) that increases in LF power were associated with decreases in the number of zero-lag pairs (SI Appendix Fig. S8). Thus, as LF power increased, the absolute number of zero-lag couplings decreased, even while the number of coupled pairs increased.

**Latency fluctuations are weakly locked to the stimulus in the auditory pathways**

Given that fluctuations in cortical oscillations can be reliably locked to an auditory narrative stimulus (22, 23), can the inter-regional latency patterns also be locked to an auditory narrative? To answer this question, we first identified pairs of channels which both exhibited a consistent LF power time course across repeats of the narrative stimulus. For example, the channels highlighted in Fig. 2A exhibited reliable single-trial LF fluctuations across repeats. For these channels, we defined the *latency reliability* as the correlation between latency values in corresponding 2s windows for run 1 and run 2 of the auditory
stimulus (Fig. 4B, C). For this pair, we observed that latency reliability (Spearman $\rho = 0.24$ across run 1 and 2), was lower than LF power reliability (defined as the Spearman correlation between LF power values in corresponding 2s windows for run 1 and run 2) in channel X (Spearman $\rho = 0.66$ across run 1 and 2) or channel Y ($\rho = 0.45$).

Latency reliability was low even in sites entrained to the auditory stimulus, suggesting that fluctuations in latency were more strongly controlled by endogenous processes than by our auditory narrative. For each channel pair with measurable latencies, we compared the latency reliability of that pair against its LF power reliability (Spearman correlation between LF power time courses for run 1 and run 2) and its broadband power reliability (defined similarly). Across all 10 participants, the latency reliability and LF power reliability were only weakly related (Fig. 4D, Spearman $\rho = 0.17$; individual participant LF and broadband data in SI Appendix Fig. S9 and S10). We found that 12% of the pairs yielded LF power reliability greater than 0.2, and 25% exhibited broadband power reliability greater than 0.2, but less than 5% of the pairs yielded the corresponding levels of reliability in their latency time courses. The pairs exhibiting both reliability in LF time courses and in latency patterns were mostly located in in early auditory pathways of the superior temporal cortex.

A coupled oscillator model identifies inter-node influence as key parameter

To probe possible mechanisms underlying the relationships between latencies and global oscillation patterns, we constructed a cortical network model. The model was composed of 78 nodes linked according to inter-regional connections in the human brain (24) (Fig. 5A). We employed Stuart-Landau oscillators to represent the neural mass activity at each node, because these oscillators follow the normal form of the Hopf bifurcation, providing the simplest model that captures the amplitude and phase dynamics of neural systems near a bifurcation point (25, 26). The dynamics of each node in the model arise from a combination by (i) intrinsic phase and amplitude dynamics determined by the natural frequency and amplitude assigned to each node and (ii) inter-node influences from anatomically connected neighbors. We fixed the parameters of the intrinsic dynamics, drawing the natural frequencies for each node from a Gaussian distribution with mean of 10 Hz and s.d. of 1 Hz. We varied the coupling strength, S, which globally determines the magnitude of each node’s influence on its anatomical neighbors, between $S = 0$ (no coupling) and $S > 1$ (very strong coupling).

For intermediate values of the inter-node influence, $0.4 < S < 1$, we observed a match to the empirical phenomenon: there was a positive correlation between the mean latency across nodes, the mean peak cross correlation, and the mean oscillatory amplitudes (Fig. 5B). When the inter-node influence (modelled via the coupling strength S) was near zero, the nodes exhibited a uniform distribution of relative phases, because their dynamics were independent. Thus, for S near zero, there was approximately zero correlation between the dynamics of neighboring nodes over many cycles. For strong coupling strengths ($S > 1$) the nodes became tightly locked with each other over entire cycles and pulled one another into zero-lag synchrony. Thus, strong coupling was associated with decreased latency and increased correlation between network neighbors. However, in the intermediate range of coupling values ($0.4 < S < 1$), the oscillators became phase-locked for only a portion of each oscillation cycle, and with non-zero phase difference. In this range, the mean inter-node latency increased with S, as larger values of S within this range were associated with a larger proportion of time spent phase-locked within each cycle.

What other classes of models might explain the experimentally observed correlation between latency and low-frequency power? Moving towards more abstracted models, with less biological connection, the phenomenon can be explained by models that posit a change in the relative magnitude of delayed and
simultaneous inter-node couplings (details in SI Appendix Text). For example, we considered a generic model composed of two time series processes, each time series expressed as the sum of two processes: a common process (coupled with a fixed zero delay) and an oscillatory process (coupled across sites with a fixed nonzero delay). As we increase the amplitude of the coupled oscillatory process, the observed inter-regional latency and the oscillatory power will increase in tandem (SI Appendix Text, Fig. S11). This simplified model can be understood as an abstraction of the Stuart-Landau model processes (Fig. 5). However, regardless of whether the latency shifts arise from the Stuart-Landau mechanisms (an increase in inter-regional global coupling) or via this more abstracted model, the neurobiological outcome does not change: moments of peak excitability shift from zero-lag to nonzero-lag as low-frequency oscillations increase.

Discussion

Recording intracranially from the human cerebral cortex, we observed that increases in low-frequency power (4-14Hz, especially 6-10Hz) were associated with stronger and more delayed couplings between regions. In time windows when high-frequency broadband power (65+ Hz) was increased we observed the opposite effect: weaker inter-regional couplings and a larger proportion of zero-lag coupling. These changing coupling patterns were observed across the lateral cerebral cortex and were associated with both locally and globally-measured oscillatory processes. Moreover, the increases and decreases in coupling latency were mostly endogenous: when we repeated the same auditory speech stimulus, only a small number of auditory-locked sites exhibited reliable latency patterns across repetitions. Using computational models composed of amplitude-and-phase-coupled oscillators, we found that the empirical changes in coupling magnitude and latency could be explained by increases and decreases in the effective cortico-cortical influence.

What are the functional consequences of the continual waxing and waning of low-frequency oscillatory processes in the human brain? When oscillations are stronger, this is often associated with a decrease in perceptual sensitivity and an increase in the relative strength of long-range communication(27) and perhaps top-down signaling in particular(28, 29). Indeed, low-frequency oscillations have been linked to an idling state and “maintaining the status quo”(30, 31). Here, we show that not only are stronger oscillations associated with stronger coupling between brain regions, but we also find that stronger oscillations are associated with longer delays between regions. Thus, when oscillations are weaker, the couplings are weaker and synchronous; when oscillations are stronger, the couplings are stronger and delayed. Indeed, when the oscillations are especially strong, then many nearby sites may exhibit a shift to a lagged coupling state, and this may manifest in the form of traveling waves across the cortical surface (17, 32, 33).

Our amplitude-and-phase based model can be understood as a generalization of the phase-based model proposed by Zhang et al., 2018 to account for cortical traveling waves. Zhang et al. (2018) showed how traveling waves could be generated by gradients of intrinsic frequencies across a lattice-like cortical sheet. Our model can produce the same traveling wave effects, but it leads to two further predictions. First, our model predicts that continuous changes in the amplitude of the oscillations are related to continuous changes in latency, even in the absence of gradients of intrinsic frequency. Secondly, our model indicates that a node’s degree (number of connections) will influence whether it leads or lags its neighbors (Woo et al., 2021).

What are the functional implications of coordinated shifts between zero-lag and delayed couplings? The topographies of flow were somewhat variable across participants, consistent with the reports of Zhang et
al. (2018), but there were some reliable patterns. In particular, when LF oscillations were strong within the temporal-parietal auditory pathways, the field potentials in higher stages of processing (parietal and posterior temporal cortex) were time-advanced relative to more peripheral regions of the auditory pathway (middle superior temporal cortex) (Fig. 3 and SI Appendix Fig. S1-S2). If we assume that there is a “preferred potential” at which the excitability of cortico-cortical projections is increased (13, 34), and that inter-regional axonal conduction delays are 5-10 ms (35), then the oscillations will modulate the effectiveness of signaling between regions. For example, when 10 Hz oscillations are elevated, leading to a 5-10 ms time-lead (Fig. 3), then the peak excitability phase of higher order regions will generate spikes that arrive at the peak excitability phase of the low-order regions. Conversely, in the same state, spikes arising from the peak excitability phase of lower-order regions will arrive after the peak excitability phase of the higher order regions. Thus, increases in low-frequency oscillations could increase the relative strength of top-down signaling in the human brain, consistent with theoretical and empirical recordings from non-human primates (28, 36).

We hypothesize that the changes in cortico-cortical delays observed here, in conjunction with changes in oscillatory power, are regulated by spatially nonspecific ascending projections. These signals could arise from controllers of physiological arousal or from nonspecific thalamocortical projections. First, a nonspecific regulation is consistent with the observation that the latency between cortical regions was not only increased in relation to the alpha power in those regions, but also with non-local alpha power measured centimeters away (Fig. 3). Second, we observed only a weak association between the latency patterns and properties of the auditory stimulus that was presented. Third, arousal changes are known to regulate the same oscillatory processes that we measured here (18, 19). Fourth, multi-second latency changes coupled to physiological arousal have been reported in humans using fMRI (21), and latency changes in cats have been observed in relation to spontaneous changes in their attentive state, attributed to ascending modulatory projections (10). Finally, our mathematical model was able to account for the changes in latency via a global (nonspecific) modulation of coupling strength.

Altogether, the data and models suggest that human cortical dynamics reliably transition between near-zero latency states (associated with suppression of alpha-band power and stronger broadband high-frequency power) and longer latency states (associated with increases of alpha-band power and decreases in high-frequency broadband power). The latency changes were observed in widespread temporal, parietal and somatomotor sites; thus, these delay-fluctuations may be associated with distinct large-scale functional states. Although oscillations have been proposed to have multiple roles in organizing cortical communication, the present findings emphasize the importance of slow fluctuations in the amplitude of these oscillations, which appear to mediate transitions between states of latency and dynamical flow across the surface of the human brain. These slow fluctuations may correspond to the large-scale neural state changes observed using fMRI (37, 38).

Two primary limitations of this work are, firstly, that we have not yet mapped the latency fluctuations across a wider range of cognitive and perceptual tasks; and secondly, that we have access to only a subset of brain regions from a clinical population. In relation to the range of stimuli and task states: a natural next step would be to measure these transitions in a sustained attention or vigilance task (4, 39–41), or in the kinds of state-transitions tasks which are associated with gradual large-scale network transitions in neuroimaging (42–44). In relation to the fact that these recordings are from epilepsy patients with coverage primarily in temporal, parietal and peri-Rolandic cortices: these findings may be detectable within a wider range of areas in a neurotypical population using sensor-space analysis of high-density EEG. At the same time, given the earlier report of latency state transitions in the cat brain (10), it may be equally fruitful to search for latency state-transition in rodent or nonhuman primate brains, where high-
resolution recording technologies will make it possible to identify the connection to modulations of the underlying firing rates (45).

Materials and Methods

Detailed descriptions of the materials analyzed, and methods applied are given in SI Appendix, Methods.
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Figures

Fig. 1. Schematic of latency analysis. We presented a 7-minute auditory narrative twice to each participant. (A) Moving time windows were applied to the pair of chosen channels. (B) Within each time window, we measured the cross correlation between the pair. The latency $\tau$ was defined as the time lag yielding the maximum cross-correlation between the channels. (C) Cross correlation (blue to yellow colors) and latency $\tau$ (black line) of this channel pair are illustrated for all time windows. The latency $\tau$ fluctuates throughout the time course.
Fig. 2. Latency and power changes for an electrode pair in the middle STG. Time windows are sorted by value of latency $\tau$ between electrodes $X$ and $Y$. For each channel pair, we arranged the time windows in the increasing order of the latency $\tau$, and measured mean alpha-band (10 Hz) power and mean broadband (65+ Hz) power across channels for each corresponding time window. (A) Cross correlation between two chosen channels is shown for each time window, sorted by the value of latency $\tau$. Black line denotes the inter-electrode latency $\tau$. (B) Alpha-band (7-14Hz) and broadband power in each channel for each 2s time window. Blue asterisks denote alpha peaks and red asterisks denote broadband power peaks (top 10% of values). The latency $\tau$ is correlated with alpha power and anti-correlated with broadband power.
Fig. 3. Latencies and coupling strengths increase with low-frequency power. (A) Global latency-flow analysis. Latency-flow patterns for high alpha power time windows and low alpha power time windows are shown. Top 10% of the windows yielding highest alpha power and bottom 10% of the windows yielding lowest alpha power are chosen, and latency flows are computed across the chosen windows respectively. Yellower color of arrows denotes higher cross correlation. Larger size of arrows denotes longer latencies. The size of arrows on each flow map is scaled for readability: the grey arrow next to each participant’s
brain map denotes scale of latency flow arrows. (B) *Time delay vs. alpha power.* Channel pair analysis: Correlation between latencies of pairs and global alpha power for each pair across time windows are computed and the distribution is shown in histograms. Red histogram represents nearest neighbor pairs and blue histogram represents next-nearest neighbor pairs. The distribution is positively skewed. Time window analysis: Mean latencies across pairs and mean global alpha power for each time window are computed and shown as scatterplots. The distributions yield positive correlation. (C) *Maximum cross correlation vs alpha power.* Channel pair analysis: Correlation between maximal cross correlation of pairs and global alpha power for each pair across time windows are computed and the distribution is shown in histograms. The distribution is positively skewed. Time window analysis: Mean maximal cross correlations across pairs and mean global alpha power for each time window are computed and shown as scatterplots. The distributions yield positive correlation.
Fig. 4. Reliability of latency patterns between run 1 and run 2. (A) Two runs of the same auditory stimulus were applied to a participant, and channels with high reliability between two runs were chosen. (B) The latency pattern for run 1 is shown in the order of increasing latency. (C) The latency pattern for run 2 is shown in the same order used in run 1. The latency reliability between two runs was 0.25 for the chosen channel pair. (D) Latency reliability vs. LF power reliability for all channel pairs from 10 participants.
Fig. 5. Coupled oscillator model on brain network. (A) Stuart-Landau coupled oscillator model is applied to diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) structural brain network consisting of 78 nodes. (B) Mean delay across the nodes, mean of maximal cross correlations across the nodes, mean of power of the nodes are shown. Below a certain critical coupling strength $S (~1.0)$, all three measures are positively correlated with each other as the coupling strength $S$ increases.